INTRODUCTION
============

The need for detection of SNPs and mutations in large genomic segments is increasing rapidly, partially as a result of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) that have pinpointed many genomic loci of interest for specific diseases and disease susceptibilities ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]). Furthermore, the vastly increased throughput of massively parallel next-generation sequencing technologies enables the interrogation of unprecedented numbers of genes in a single analysis, permitting, for instance, the investigation of the complete protein-coding transcriptome ([@B6]). Enrichment of genomic loci by microarray hybridization followed by massively parallel sequencing has become an important method for targeted re-sequencing. The approach is based on hybridization of fragmented and adapter-ligated DNA to capturing probes printed on microarray slides ([@B7; @B8; @B9; @B10; @B11]), present in solution ([@B12],[@B13]) or PCR products immobilized on filters ([@B14]) that are specifically designed for the regions of interest. After hybridization, non-targeted fragments are washed away and only the captured fragments are eluted for deep sequencing on any of the next-generation sequencing platforms ([@B7; @B8; @B9; @B10]). Generally, DNA fragment libraries with 500-bp fragment size are recommended and used for optimal efficiency because shorter fragments were reported to increase the number of off-target reads ([@B8]). However, many re-sequencing projects are focused on exons of protein coding genes. Because the median size of a human exon is only 120 bp (with 70% of all exons shorter than 200 bp) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), long-fragment libraries can have severe limitations. Most importantly, many of the specifically captured DNA from long-fragment libraries will consist of sequences derived from introns flanking the exons of interest, which decreases the effective sequencing yield. To address this issue, we have explored the efficiency of enrichment of DNA fragment libraries with much shorter fragments (85--110 bp). We used human genomic DNA and an exon-centric capturing design on commercially available custom microarray slides. We developed an effective probe design strategy with tiled oligonucleotides for capturing both genomic strands, resulting in targeting of 1.69 Mb of exonic sequences on a 244 K array. To validate the performance of the microarray-based enrichment strategy, we have tested the specificity of enrichment and evaluated the effectiveness of retrieval of known SNPs that were present in the targeted regions. When applying highly stringent filtering criteria, we were able to evaluate 93% of the target regions without any false-negatives. Moreover, independent verification experiments on newly discovered polymorphisms revealed an overall false-positive rate of less than 1 per 200 kb. These results indicate that the use of short fragment libraries results firstly in highly efficient enrichment with relatively even base coverage over the targeted region and that secondly the sensitivity and specificity of SNP/mutation calling is very high. Figure 1.Size distribution of human exons. The median size of human exons is only 120 bp (with 70% of all exons shorter than 200 bp). Therefore many of the specifically captured DNA from long-fragment libraries will consist of sequences derived from introns flanking the exons of interest, which decreases the effective sequencing yield.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Enrichment array design
-----------------------

Exonic sequences of 1621 genes were selected from hg18 build of the human genome spanning a total length of targeted sequence of 1.69 Mb. Genes were selected based on the potential presence of exonic SNPs with presumed functional effects and thus potential clinical relevance ([@B15]). Sixty nucleotide long probes were designed with an average tilling density of 10 bp for both negative and positive strands. The probe selection strategy was set using the following rules: all possible 60-mer probes starting in a 10 bases long window were collected and a single probe with the lowest penalty score (see below) was selected. This procedure was repeated for every 10 nt bin in the region of interest, which presented all coding exons of selected genes. Penalty scores were calculated as follows: 4 points if *T*~m~ is \<77°C or \>81°C with *T*~m~ defined as: where *n*~G~ is total number of guanidines, *n*~C~ is total number of cytosines and *N* represents oligonucleotides length, 2 points per homo-polymer longer than 5 bp, 1 point per each base over or below the limit (C or G fraction \<15% and \>25%, A or T fraction \<25% and \>35%). To exclude potentially repetitive elements from the design, all probes were compared to the reference genome using BLAST and those returning more than one hit (as defined by *E*-value cutoff \<0.01) were discarded from the design. Probes were synthesized on custom 244 k Agilent arrays with randomized positions.

Library preparation
-------------------

DNA was fragmented for 6 min using a Covaris S2 sonicator (6 × 16 mm AFA fiber Tube, duty cycle: 20%, intensity: 5, cycles/burst: 200, frequency sweeping). After fragmentation, fragments were blunt-ended and phosphorylated at the 5′-end using End-it Kit (Epicentre) according to the manufacturer's instructions, followed by ligation of double-stranded short adapters (adapter 1: pre-annealed duplex of 5′-CTA TGG GCA GTC GGT GAT-3′ and 5′-ATC ACC GAC TGC CCA TAG TTT-3′ and adapter 2: pre-annealed duplex of 5′-CGC CTT GGC CGT ACA GCA G-3′ and 5′-GCT GTA CGG CCA AGG CG-3′; all oligo's were acquired through Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA) and pre-annealing was done by mixing complementary oligonucleotides at 500 µM concentration and running on thermocycler with the following program: 95°C for 3 min, 80°C for 3 min, 70°C for 3 min, 60°C for 3 min, 50°C for 3 min, 40°C for 3 min and 4°C hold). Ligation was performed using Quick ligation kit (New England Biolabs) with 1 µg of fragmented DNA, 750 nM adaptor 1 and adaptor 2, 150 µl of 2× Quick ligation buffer and 5 µl Quick Ligase in a total volume of 300 µl. Samples were purified on Ampure beads (Agencourt) and run on a native 6% polyacrylamide gel. Fragments ranging from 125 to 150 bp were excised; the piece of gel containing fragments was shredded and dispersed into 400 µl of Platinum PCR Supermix with 750 nM of both amplification PCR primers (provide sequence of amplification primers), 2.5 U of Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) and 5 U Taq DNA polymerase (Bioline). Before ligation-mediated amplification, the PCR sample was incubated at 72°C for 20 min in PCR mix to let the DNA diffuse from the gel and to perform nick translation on non-ligated 3′-ends. After eight cycles of amplification, the library DNA was purified on Ampure beads and the quality was checked on a gel for the proper size range and the absence of adapter dimers and heterodimers. This library served as a stock for all subsequent hybridization experiments.

Enrichment hybridization and elution
------------------------------------

Prior to hybridization, 50 ng of stock library was amplified using 10 cycles in 1000 µl of Platinum PCR Supermix with 750 nM of both amplification PCR primers to produce a sufficient amount of library DNA necessary for enrichment ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Amplified library DNA was subsequently purified using a MinElute Reaction Cleanup Kit (Qiagen). Amplified DNA was mixed with 5 × weight excess of human Cot-1 DNA (Invitrogen) and concentrated using a speedvac to a final volume of 12.3 μl. DNA was mixed with 31.7 μl Nimblegen aCGH hybridization solution and denatured at 95°C for 5 min. After denaturing, the sample was hybridized for 65 h at 42°C on a 4-bay MAUI hybridization station using an active mixing MAUI AO chamber (MAUI). After hybridization, the array was washed using the Nimblegen Wash Buffer Kit according to the user's guide for aCGH hybridization. The temperature of Wash buffer I for Library 2 was 42°C instead of room temperature. Elution was performed using 800 μl of elution buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0) in an Agilent Microarray Hybridization Chamber at 95°C for 30 min. After 30 min, the chamber was quickly disassembled and elution buffer collected into a separate 1.5 ml tube. Microarray slides were dipped into re-distilled water and stored for re-use. Eluted library DNA was concentrated in a speedvac to a final volume of 50 μl and amplified with a limited number of PCR cycles (12--14 cycles) with full-length primers (amp-P1: 5′-CCA CTA CGC CTC CGC TTT CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG AT and amp-P2: 5′-CTG CCC CGG GTT CCT CAT TCT CTN NNN NNN NNN CTG CTG TAC GGC CAA GGC G, where N represent unique barcode sequence for each library) to introduce barcode sequences as well as adapter sequences required for SOLiD sequencing. Table 1.Enrichment statisticsLibrary1Library2Library3^c^Library1Length of sequenced tags35353550Microarray slidenewnewreusednewAmount of hybridized DNA (µg)336.53Washing temperatureRT42°CRTRTMappable tags (millions)6.6418.8817.0514.10Uniquely mappable tags (millions)4.9712.7013.9810.78Mappable sequence on target (%)56406153Uniquely mappable sequence on target (%)67607569Bases covered 1× (%)99.5999.3899.8899.97Bases covered 10× (%)92.4993.1898.0899.37Bases covered 20× (%)83.1786.7795.4698.13Bases covered with 10% of average coverage[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)95909598Bases covered with 25% of average coverage[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)86778692Bases covered with 50% of average coverage[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)69606976Evenness score E (%)[^b^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}70.262.470.174.8[^1][^2][^3]

SOLiD sequencing
----------------

To achieve clonal amplification of library fragments on the surface of sequencing beads, emulsion PCR (emPCR) was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Applied Biosystems). A total of 600 pg of double stranded library DNA was added to 5.6 ml of PCR mix containing 1× PCR Gold Buffer (Applied Biosystems), 3000 U AmpliTaq Gold, 20 nM emPCR primer 1, 3 µM of emPCR primer 2, 3.5 mM of each deoxynucleotide, 25 mM MgCl2 and 1.6 billion SOLiD sequencing beads (Applied Biosystems). PCR mix was added to SOLiD emPCR Tube containing 9 ml of oil phase and emulsified using ULTRA-TURRAX Tube Drive (IKA). The PCR emulsion was dispensed into 96-well plate and cycled for 60 cycles. After amplification, the emulsion was broken with butanol, beads were enriched for template-positive beads, 3′-end extended and covalently attached onto sequencing slides. Four physically separated samples were deposited on one sequencing slide and sequenced using SOLiD system version 2 to produce 35-base long reads. Library 1 has been additionally sequenced using the SOLiD version 3 system to produce 50-base long reads in a barcoded experimental setup.

Mapping of sequencing data and SNP calling
------------------------------------------

Sequencing reads were mapped against the reference genome (hg18 assembly, NCBI build 36) using the Maq package ([@B16]), which allows mapping in SOLiD color space corresponding to dinucleotide encoding of the sequenced DNA with following settings: number of maximum mismatches that can always be found −n 3, threshold on the sum of mismatching base qualities −e 150. Raw variant positions were called by the Maq package and filtered using custom scripts (available upon request). For stringent SNP calling, we used the following filtering settings: (i) positions with \<20× and \>5000× coverage were excluded, (ii) each of non-reference alleles had to be supported by at least three independent reads (as determined by different read start positions) separately on positive and negative strand with quality \>10, (iii) the non-reference allele should account for at least 20% of the reads covering the polymorphic position, and (iv) the ratio between + and -- strand reads should be between 1/9 and 9 ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Positions that passed these filtering settings were considered as SNPs. A SNP was qualified as homozygous when the fraction of non-reference alleles was above 95% and heterozygous when the fraction of non-reference alleles was between 20% and 95%. Table 2.SNP calling statisticsLibrary 1Library 2Library 3Library 1Length of sequenced tags35353550Average coverage67×148×204×213×SNP positions validated384384384384SNP positions filtered due to low coverage (\<20×) (%)18.825.83.41.8SNPs with enough coverage filtered out for other reasons (%)^a^26.521.127.96.0SNPs identified after filtering (with at least 20× coverage) (%)54.753.168.792.2False-negative discovery rate (%)45.346.931.37.8[^4]

Calculation of evenness score
-----------------------------

A crucial parameter for assessing the effectiveness of any enrichment method is the evenness of coverage ([@B12]). Here, we introduce a dedicated parameter to represent the evenness of coverage score, *E*. This score intends to describe the uniformity of base coverage over targeted regions. Together with the percentage of sequenced bases on target, which determines the enrichment level, this score can be used as an objective measure to compare different enrichment experiments as the parameter *E* is quite insensitive to sequencing depth ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The evenness score, *E*, represents the fraction of whole-sequencing throughput that is correctly distributed. Consequently, 1-E represents the fraction of the (whole) sequencing output that still has to be redistributed from positions with coverage above average to positions with coverage below average (by better enrichment) to get the ideal even coverage over all targeted positions. The more even the coverage, the higher the evenness score: *E* will be 100% for completely uniform coverage of every base in the targeted regions and approaches 0% in case of extreme non-uniform distributions. From [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, one can appreciate that *E* is equivalent to the area under the curve. Hence, a formula for *E* can be readily arrived at by summing for all percentage positions up to the normalized coverage of 1, as in the ideal case all positions will have a coverage at least equal to the average coverage. Thus the evenness score, *E* is defined as: Where *P~i~* is defined as number of targeted positions with *at least* coverage *C~i~*, *C*~ave~ is defined as the average coverage through all targeted positions and *N*~TP~ is defined as a total number of targeted positions. This formula can be rewritten in a form which is numerically more attractive, as C~ave~ may not be an integer number: Where *F*(*i*) is the fraction of positions with normalize coverage of at least *C*(*i*)/*C*~ave~. This fraction equals *P~i~*/*N*~TP~, where *P~i~* is percentage of position with a coverage of at least *C*(*i*) and *N*~TP~ is the total number of targeted positions. *C*~ave~ is the average coverage over all targeted positions. This integral corresponds to the area under the curve of the graph between a normalized coverage of 0 and 1 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Figure 2.Comparison of sequence coverage evenness after enrichment. The fraction of target positions with at least that coverage was as compared to the average coverage. (**A**) Comparison of various enrichment (washing temperature and input DNA) and sequencing (35- versus 50-mer) conditions. Library 1 sequenced by 50-mer reads results in the most even coverage compared to other libraries. The brown curve depicts the best possible evenness for an ideal evenly enriched sample with 100 × average coverage, where the unevenness is purely caused by statistical randomness in the coverage assuming a Poisson distribution of the sequencing reads. (**B**) The evenness score, *E*, represents the fraction of whole sequencing throughput that is correctly distributed (marked area below the curve). Consequently, 1-E represents the fraction of the (whole) sequencing output that has to be redistributed from positions with coverage above average to positions with coverage below average (by better enrichment) to get the ideal even coverage over all targeted positions. The more even the coverage, the higher the evenness score. (**C**) Correlation of evenness score E for randomized sets to the sequencing depth. In this simulation, the unevenness of these datasets is purely caused by the random distribution of reads and fits a Poisson distribution of sequence coverage. When the discrete character of the data is reduced by sufficient depth of coverage, E changes only slightly with increasing average coverage and thus can be characterized as relatively independent of sequencing depth. (**D**) Comparison between + and -- strand coverage for 35- and 50-mer reads. In the case of 50-mer reads, the coverage is more even with fewer positions covered by extremely low (or high) numbers of sequencing tags. This difference is more prominent when the coverage is determined separately for the positive or negative strand. Independent strand coverage is better for 50-mer than for 35-mer sequencing.

The relative independence of the evenness score *E* on sequencing coverage is brought about by the normalization to the average coverage. Hence, *E* solely reflects the quality of targeted genome selection.

llumina SNP genotyping
----------------------

The DNA sample that was used in this study was genotyped using an Illumina HumanHap550+ Genotyping BeadChip through 23andMe services (<http://www.23andme.com>). A total of 384 genotyped SNPs, which are either heterozygous or homozygous non-reference in the sample, are located in the 1.69 Mb region of our interest. These positions were used as a reference set for identifying false negatives in our sequencing dataset.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Specificity of enrichment
-------------------------

Short fragment (85--110 nt) libraries were made using focused acoustic fragmentation (Covaris) and used for enrichment on custom-designed 244 K Agilent microarrays. The specificity of the enrichment was determined by sequencing on an ABI SOLiD sequencer version 2 with a quadrant slide capacity per sample (loaded at various densities). This resulted in 219--676 millions of mappable bases out of which 40--61% mapped directly to the targeted regions ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Increasing the stringency by raising the washing temperature from room temperature to 42°C (Library 2) did not increase the enrichment efficiency ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the evenness of coverage E did decrease appreciably from 70% to 62 % ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A), suggesting selective loss of specific target regions. Increasing the amount of DNA for hybridization (Library 3) had no effect at all.

The percentage of on-target bases increases to 60--75% when only taking into account bases from reads that could be placed completely uniquely on the genome. Our results contrast with previously reported results ([@B8]), where the use of 100--200 bp fragments resulted in only 29% percent of reads mapping to targeted exons. The observed difference could possibly be explained by differences in probe design strategy and/or array platform (Nimblegen versus Agilent). A different approach for enrichment using 170-nt long biotinylated RNA probes ([@B12]), resulted in 42--50% of sequenced bases mapping directly to targeted exons. An alternative solution-based approach used molecular inversion probes (MIPs) ([@B13]) for selective capturing of 55 000 human exons and resulted in \>99% of all reads mapping to the targeted regions. However, since the first 20 bp of each sequenced read are always coming from the MIPs only the remainder of the sequence is informative for genotyping and a substantial proportion of the overall sequencing output thus has to be discarded as non-informative. Moreover, exons longer than the maximum read length of the sequencing platform will need multiple probe designs for capturing and sequencing. As no commercial solutions are available for cost-effective synthesis of high-quality, long oligonucleotides (\>100 nt), which are required for this approach, widespread implementation of this method is questionable.

Evenness of coverage
--------------------

During enrichment not all DNA hybridizes to capture probes with the same efficiency. As a result, targeted sequences are covered unevenly with sequencing reads. For a limited number of regions there even is no coverage at all. Generally, the more even the coverage distribution is, the less overall sequencing depth is required for variant detection. In our experiments 60--76% of targeted regions are covered with \>50% of average coverage, 77--92% of targeted regions are covered with \>25% of average coverage and 90--98% of reads have \>10% of average coverage ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, we covered 99.38--99.97% of targeted positions with at least one read suggesting significantly better evenness of coverage compared to other studies, where 82% ([@B10]); 95% ([@B12]) or 99.21% ([@B17]) of targeted positions were covered with at least one read.

For better comparison of coverage evenness, we introduce a new parameter, the evenness score *E* (see section 'Materials and Methods' section and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). *E* is relatively independent of sequence coverage and thus enables the comparison of different libraries with varying sequencing depth. The relative independence of the evenness score *E* to sequencing depth is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C. In this figure, the correlation of *E* for a randomized read sets assuming a Poisson read distribution, is calculated as a function of the sequencing depth. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C shows that once the sequencing coverage is sufficiently high (\>50×), the evenness score *E* changes only slightly with increasing average coverage and thus can be characterized as relatively independent of the sequencing depth. The evenness score represents the area under the curve in a fraction of the positions with at least that coverage vs normalized coverage at *X* = 1 (see in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). In other words, *E* represents the fraction of sequenced bases that do not have to be redistributed from above-average coverage to below-average coverage positions to obtain completely even coverage for all targeted positions. The evenness score, *E* = 100% for perfectly uniform coverage and approaches 0% in cases of extreme non-uniform distributions. By using short-fragment libraries, we achieved even distributions with evenness scores (*E*) ranging from 62.4% (Library 2) to 74.8% (Library 1 sequenced with 50-nt read length). Sequencing of the same enriched library on SOLiD V3 with 50-nt long reads instead of 35-nt long reads with SOLiD V2 resulted in a better evenness score with *E*, rising from 70.2% to 74.8% ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The most obvious explanation for this observation would be that the longer reads resulted in improved bridging of regions with lower capture efficiency due to fragments captured by well-performing flanking probes. In addition, due to low complexity of genomic regions, 35-mer tags cannot be mapped uniquely to a substantial part of the genome and this fraction is reduced with 50-mers.

To illustrate that the described approach universally results in high evenness, we analyzed additional experiments that were performed with the same experimental protocol, but with different array designs and/or species ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq072/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq072/DC1)). We do find a consistent high evenness score, even between organisms (human, rat and *Arabidopsis*). Moreover, we reanalyzed publically available datasets from recently published genomic enrichment experiments ([@B6],[@B11],[@B18]) showing that our experiments result consistently in more even coverage, especially when considering strand-specific coverage ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq072/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq072/DC1)). The latter is especially important, as we observed in our dataset that proper coverage on both strands is instrumental for reducing false positive heterozygote SNP calling. This is most likely due to systematic errors that are introduced by the sequencing process due to platform-specific biases in sequencing chemistry, which is in all cases context dependent and thus different for the + and -- strand.

Sequencing of positive and negative DNA strand
----------------------------------------------

We found that having sequencing data mapping to both positive and negative strand is an important factor in reducing false positive variant calls. Therefore, we evaluated the evenness of coverage with respect to DNA strand. A substantial part of the targeted sequence was covered by sequencing tags coming from only one strand in case of libraries sequenced as 35-mers with SOLiD V2 chemistry ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing the read length to 50-mers improved double-stranded coverage markedly, in line with the observed overall base coverage ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Exemplary representation of target coverage after enrichment. Sequencing results of Library 1 are shown for 35-mer (green) and 50-mer (purple) sequencing. Total, positive and negative strand reads are shown independently. Coverage is more equal and better represented by both strands for the longer sequencing reads.

Improvements of sequencing coverage
-----------------------------------

Since the contribution of the random character of sequencing to unevenness of coverage was minor ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C), further improvements in the evenness of the sequencing coverage could be obtained by improvement of the enrichment procedure. The strategy used in our array design resulted in overlapping probes and did not provide much opportunity for redesigning probes for poorly enriched regions. Therefore, we included various probes at variable quantities in our test design. We found a very strong correlation between the number of probes and eventual base coverage ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Spotting more copies of the same probe for underperforming regions therefore seems an effective strategy for improving *E*. Furthermore, these results also indicate that a limiting factor for DNA yield after elution could be the number of probe molecules and their saturation after 65 h of hybridization and not the depletion of targeted library molecules. This is supported by the observation that increasing the amount of library DNA during hybridization had no effect on enrichment efficiency and coverage. However, we cannot exclude that the efficiency of mixing during hybridization is limited and that local depletion of target sequences occurred, without saturating the capturing probes. Presence of capture probes at physically separated locations (which is the case in the random design used in these experiments) would in such case also improve capturing efficiency. Figure 4.Correlation of probe density and sequencing coverage. Each genomic region was represented on the array with a variable number of capture probes throughout the region. The sequencing coverage per base (blue line) linearly correlates with probe density (red line).

Yet another possibility for improvement of sequence coverage can be expected from further increasing sequencing read length, in line with our results obtained for 35- versus 50-mer reads.

Identification of polymorphic positions
---------------------------------------

To determine the accuracy of SNP detection, we compared SNPs called from sequencing data obtained from enriched short-fragment libraries and those genotyped by an Illumina HumanHap550+ Genotyping BeadChip. A total of 384 SNP genotyped positions were different from the reference allele (either heterozygous or homozygous) and were located in the targeted regions. From those 384 SNP positions, 53.1-- 92.2% passed the stringent criteria of our SNP filtering pipeline, which required sufficient high-quality base coverage on both DNA strands. In concordance with evenness of coverage, Library 1 sequenced on SOLiD V3 with 50-nt long reads gave the best results with only a 7.8% false negative discovery rate over the complete targeted region. From this total of 7.8% false-negative SNP positions, 3.6% had not been covered with (i) at least 20 reads, and (ii) at least 3 reads from each of the strands or (iii) did not have a coverage ratio from both strands within the limits set at 1/9 and 9. Consequently, this part of the targeted regions could already be marked as not surveyed, even prior to SNP calling, since this part would not pass our minimal requirements of SNP calling. Such a prediction will be important for clinical diagnostic purposes because this enables one to predict which regions have not been sequenced sufficiently deep for reliable SNP calling. Taken together, at ∼200× average sequence coverage, we were able to survey 96.4% of 1.69 Mb of genomic sequence with only 4.2% of false negative calls, while 3.6% of targeted regions had to be marked as unsurveyed.

The better performance of Library 1 could be explained by better evenness of coverage (more positions have sufficient base coverage for reliable SNP calling) as well as by better strand balance where more positions have good coverage coming from tags mapping to both negative and positive strands ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Another explanation for the better performance of longer reads could be a reduction of mappability bias. While mapping sequencing reads, non-reference alleles are more likely to be discarded due to low mapping quality, since they already have one mismatch (two mismatches in SOLiD color space) compared to reads coming from reference alleles. Additionally, capture of non-reference DNA molecules to reference capture probes may be slightly less effective. Indeed, the overall frequency of non-reference allele reads for heterozygous positions was shifted downward form the 50% position, although not dramatically ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The mappability issue is even more serious for SNPs that have additional linked SNPs in close vicinity. This bias is less prone for longer reads since one mismatch contributes less to overall mapping accuracy in 50-mers compared to 35-mers. Figure 5.Distribution of non-reference allele reads. The percentage of non-reference allele reads was calculated for every heterozygous and homozygous non-reference allele position in the targeted region (*n* = 1197) and is represented in bins of 5%. For heterozygous calls, the distribution is skewed towards reference allele reads.

Detection of novel variants
---------------------------

We analyzed the results of Library 1 (50-mer reads) for the presence of polymorphisms. A total of 1197 SNPs were identified within the targeted regions plus 30-bp flanking intronic regions using our SNP detection pipeline. This set included the 384 previously genotyped SNPs as well as 759 other polymorphisms that were already present in dbSNP129 or the Ensembl database. We considered these 1143 (95.5%) SNPs as validated and set out to validate the remaining 54 SNPs by PCR-based dideoxy resequencing. We failed to develop working assays for 10 candidate SNPs, most likely due to the repetitive nature of the genomic environment. We found that only eight of the remaining candidates, all heterozygote scores, were identified as false positives. Altogether, our results indicate a false positive rate of less than one per ∼200 000 bp (0.0005%). All eight false positive SNPs tended to have a lower than average percentage of non-reference allele reads and/or low overall base coverage compared to true positives ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Although we only used planar microarrays in our experiments, we believe that the characteristics of short-fragment libraries described here will be equally applicable to any hybridization-based approach, including in-solution methods. Figure 6.Sequencing coverage and percentage of non-reference allele distribution for validated and non-validated SNPs. All polymorphic and non-reference positions that were identified by the SNP detection pipeline are plotted as a function of total base coverage versus non-reference read frequency. Validated SNPs (either by their presence in dbSNP or by resequencing) are indicated in blue, non-validated SNPs are shown in red and positions for which no working validation assay could be designed in green. False-positive SNPs tend to have a lower percentage of non-reference allele reads and/or low overall coverage.

Input DNA requirements
----------------------

Relatively high amounts of DNA are normally used for enrichment procedures, which can be a limiting factor for many clinical applications. In our experiments, we used only 1 μg of genomic DNA for all experiments shown. The fragment library was made and amplified with only eight PCR cycles to produce a stock library, which was sufficient for at least 20 independent enrichment procedures as described here. Before enrichment a small proportion (50 ng) of the initial library was amplified with 10 PCR cycles to produce sufficient material for hybridization. After enrichment the eluted library was amplified by an additional 13 cycles to produce amounts sufficient for accurate quantification and sequencing. By using these logistics, the stock library could be used multiple times for different enrichment experiments, taking away the need for re-isolating DNA or re-preparing sequencing libraries. In addition, most of the amplification cycles (18 out of 31 in total) were done before hybridization. Potential biases in coverage caused by PCR could, in theory, be normalized again during the hybridization step. However, this requires that capturing probes, rather than target molecules, are the limiting factor in this step.

Detailed analysis of our deep-sequencing results revealed no unexpected clonality bias due to the amplification steps.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Short-fragment libraries provide highly efficient enrichment characteristics for exonic targets. The relative even base and strand coverage facilitates accurate SNP and mutation retrieval and discovery. To measure the evenness of coverage, which is relatively independent of sequencing depth, we have introduced the parameter *E* \[see Equations (2 and 3) and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. This score can be applied to any genomic enrichment experiment and in combination with the percentage of reads on target it provides the possibility to compare the efficiency of different approaches.
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[^1]: ^a^The percentage of bases covered with a given percentage of the average coverage is a better measurement for comparison of coverage evenness than the percentage of bases covered with a certain depth, because it is independent on overall depth of sequencing.

[^2]: ^b^Evenness score represents the fraction of sequenced bases that do not have to be redistributed from above-average coverage to below-average coverage positions to obtain completely even coverage for all targeted positions. This is a measurement that is relatively independent on sequencing depth (see text).

[^3]: ^c^The last column gives the results of an experiment in which the library resulting from a first enrichment experiment was sequenced using the Solid V3 update, which provides 50-bp read lengths.

[^4]: ^a^Due to low base quality, or large strand bias.
